Mobile money profitability:
A digital ecosystem to
drive healthy margins
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Is mobile money profitable?
•

It can be, but getting there requires heavy on-going
investments in operational expenditures (OPEX) and a shift
away from cash-based transactions to a mature digital
ecosystem.

•

This paper evaluates the profitability of mobile money by
estimating profit margins for three different mobile money
scenarios, and highlights the internal challenges mobile
operators may encounter along the way.

•

The financials of over a dozen mobile money deployments
were analysed and interviews were conducted with managers
and group-level executives across different regions.
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Measuring the profitability
of mobile money
PROFITABILITY
METRICS ARE
DIFFERENT THAN
CORE GSM METRICS

ASSUMPTIONS
FOR THE STUDY
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• Mobile money is an OPEX, not a CAPEX business (agent commissions for cash-in and out consume
40-80% of mobile money revenue)
• Most of the 240+ deployments to date suffer from underinvestment in OPEX
• Mobile money negatively impacts EBITDA in the short-term and mobile money can face internal
KPI conflicts
• Operators and financial officers should therefore compare mobile money and GSM businesses based
on free cash flow generation, that is, approximately EBITDA minus CAPEX

• Mobile money is managed through a dedicated business unit within an MNO or, in some cases, as a
separate entity altogether
• Indirect benefits of mobile money, such as churn reduction, can be significant, but are not directly
reflected in the P&L
• Revenue generated from the float does not contribute to the profitability of the mobile money business
• Mobile money is first and foremost a transactions-driven platform, with costs and revenues tied to the
movement of value

Three mobile money scenarios
assessed for profitability analysis
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Transaction and system overview:
path to profitability
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Summary KPIs
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Key messages
• Shifting to a digital ecosystem can improve the profitability of a
mobile money deployment by 5x to 10x.
• Operators will incur heavy losses in the early years to acquire
customers and build a distribution network, and will need to invest
in the system for roughly three years before breaking even. The
investment has paid off for several MNOs, however, and CEOs
should resist the temptation to cut into mobile money OPEX,
especially during the early stages of a deployment.
• With potential direct revenue from mobile money accounting for
more than 20% of total business and cash flow margins of over
15%, mobile money can be a healthy cash generator for operators
already investing heavy CAPEX in last generation data deployments,
and can also help to maintain loyalty and efficiency on the
distribution channel.
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